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Most deaf children born to hearing parents do not have continuous access to
language, leading to weaker short-term memory compared to deaf children
born to deaf parents. This lack of short-term memory has serious conse-
quences on their mental health and employment rate. To this end, prior work
has explored CopyCat, a game where children interact with virtual actors
using sign language. While CopyCat has been shown to improve language
generation, reception, and repetition, it uses expensive hardware for sign lan-
guage recognition. This thesis explores the feasibility of using 2D off-the-shelf
camera-based pose estimators such as MediaPipe for complementing sign lan-
guage recognition and moving towards a ubiquitous recognition framework.
We compare MediaPipe with 3D pose estimators such as Azure Kinect to de-
termine the feasibility of using off-the-shelf cameras. Furthermore, we develop
and compare Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) with state-of-the-art recogni-
tion models like Transformers to determine which model is best suited for
American Sign Language Recognition in a constrained environment. We find
that MediaPipe marginally outperforms Kinect in various experimental set-
tings. Additionally, HMMs outperform Transformers by on average 17.0% on
recognition accuracy. Given these results, we believe that a widely deployable
game using only a 2D camera is feasible.
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95% of deaf children have hearing parents that do not learn enough American Sign Lan-
guage (ASL) to teach their infants [1]. Due to deficient short-term language memory
skills, which are learned while acquiring a language, many prelingually deafened children
can only repeat 1-2 signs compared to 4-6 signs for children with deaf parents. This defi-
ciency of short-term language memory skills can lead to Language Deprivation Syndrome
(LDS). LDS can cause lifelong challenges such as a 2-7x increase in mental health prob-
lems, a 50% unemployment rate, and a 3-60x increase in suicide [2]–[5]. The CopyCat
project aims to augment early classroom teaching by presenting a game in which a virtual
teacher focuses on repetition as a method for building short-term language memory skills.
Figure 1.1 CopyCat game screen. Children tell Iris the cat where the animal is hiding
(e.g., LION ON GREY WALL)
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Figure 1.2 Six students playing CopyCat improved language skills much more quickly
than six students attending standard classroom instruction. All improvements are sta-
tistically significant at p <0.05
1.1 Motivation
Past research has shown that interactive games made to help deaf children acquire lan-
guage can significantly bolster their short-term language memory skills. Weaver et al.
first introduced CopyCat (show in Fig 1.1) as an entertaining game that provides ad-
ditional language exposure for these children to support short-term language memory
acquisition [6]. Their Wizard of Oz experiment revealed that students who played Copy-
Cat improved their scores on various metrics significantly more than the learners who
did not (shown in Fig 1.2). The game’s effectiveness naturally depends on the accuracy
with which it classifies signs as correct or incorrect. Past research has relied on collecting
data using expensive custom hardware, equipped with accelerometers along with Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) for performing this classification. Brashear et al. initiated these
efforts by reporting 90.48% sentence accuracy using an HMM trained on a multimodal
dataset consisting of both videos and accelerometer data [7]. Unfortunately, this depen-
dence on accelerometer data limits scale and ubiquity. Researchers progressively started
moving towards commercially available 3D cameras like the Kinect in an attempt to move
closer towards absolute ubiquity. Zafrulla et al. further explore this branch and show
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how a verification-based approach on the Kinect data by leveraging the Viterbi algorithm
can achieve accuracies similar to accelerometers [8].
1.2 Contributions
In an attempt to create a game that is more widely deployable, this study explores if data
collected from 4K HD cameras along with state-of-the-art pose detection algorithms can
be used to train models that achieve high accuracies on ASL Recognition. We build upon
previous HMM models by incorporating different input modalities such as features from
RGB and 3D videos. We also explore and quantify data sufficiency in this space. In order
to do so, we compare results from HMMs with state-of-the-art translation models like
Transformers and found that HMMs outperform Transformers by over 13.1% on word
accuracy. Transformers are topologically complex and often require large datasets for
achieving high accuracies. The relative accuracy levels of HMMs and Transformers gives
us unique insights into data sufficiency in this space. Leveraging results and insight from
these experiments, we hope to develop a robust recognition engine, capable of augmenting




Due to the lack of exposure to language acquisition, deaf children born to hearing parents
often develop Language Deprivation Syndrome, or LDS, leading to lifelong challenges
such as educational concerns, social isolation, and mental health complications [2]–[5].
Past research has shown that American Sign Language (ASL) based gaming interfaces
have helped deaf children develop short-term memory skills and thus avoid LDS [9].
Furthermore, recent developments in computer vision for pose detection and natural
language translation have made real-time ASL recognition possible [10]. However, due to
the lack of large datasets, algorithmic choices and reliance on custom hardware (shown
in Fig 2.1), past work has been unsuccessful at developing a portable gaming interface
which deaf children can use to augment language interaction.
Figure 2.1 Originally, CopyCat used specially-designed kiosk (left) and custom sensor





In an attempt to help deaf children acquire short-term language memory skills, Weaver
et al. introduced CopyCat, an interactive PC game made to help deaf children acquire
short-term memory skills and language abilities [6]. The game entails a quest by the main
character to collect items to remedy a problem, such as rescuing kittens from a villain.
Children tell the main character what to do via sign language. To quantify the impact of
the game, they conducted a study at a local school of the deaf and reported significant
improvements in receptive, expressive, and sentence repetition abilities. The study was
composed of 12 participants, aged between 6 and 11. Participants were asked to configure
plastic toys based on signed instruction (receptive); express an event depicted in stop-
motion animation (expressive); and repeat a signed phrase (sentence repetition), at both
the beginning and end of the study. The students who played CopyCat improved their
scores on all three measures - receptive, expressive and sentence repetition - significantly
more than the learners who did not, thereby demonstrating CopyCat’s effectiveness. This
initial prototype employed a human to manually identify whether the signing was correct
or not rather than using a computational recognition system.
2.2 Pose Estimation
In this work, we primarily focus on Microsoft’s Azure Kinect and Google’s MediaPipe for
pose estimation [11] [12].
MediaPipe is a cross-platform framework that enables developers to integrate various
machine learning solutions such as face, pose, motion, object detection into their ap-
plications. We specifically focus on their pose estimation solution for detecting human
skeleton and hand pose from RGB videos. The pose detection algorithm first detects the
location of the human in the video using a lightweight convolutional neural net (CNN)
trained to predict human midpoint and incline [13]. Using this information, they crop
the frame and use a secondary CNN to predict the human skeleton [14]. For detecting
hand pose, they use a similar framework where a lightweight CNN is trained to predict
the location and a secondary CNN is trained to predict pose from the cropped images of
the hands.
Kinect leverages depth data alongside RGB videos to extract accurate 3D joint positions
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of humans in videos. Similar to MediaPipe, the Azure Kinect also uses a 2-step archi-
tecture for predicting 3D joints. Using a large backbone CNN architecture (ResNet101)
appended to a feedforward neural network for extracting keypoints, they predict 2D joints
for each human in the video directly. Then, they perform model fitting between the 2D
joints and the depth data to produce accurate 3D joints. Rather than taking a deep
learning based approach for aliginig 2D joints to depth data, they leverage Kinematic
Models of humans to approximate joint angles, scaling factor, and rigid transform. Mor-
phing kinematic models according to 2D joints and depth data outputs the 3D joint
information.
2.3 Multimodal Recognition
Since then, several efforts have focused on using multimodal datasets - consisting of ac-
celerometer output, depth data, and videos - for translating and understanding American
Sign Language in order to build a robust recognition system. Brashear et al. initi-
ated these efforts by not only introducing two datasets - a vision-based dataset and an
accelerometer-based dataset - but also demonstrated how Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
can be used to understand American Sign Language [7]. Their vision dataset consisted
of videos from a camera mounted on a cap, giving them a direct view of the signing.
On the other hand, their accelerometer dataset consisted of time series data from two
accelerometers embedded into wearable gloves. On the vision and accelerometer datasets
alone, they achieve sentence accuracies of 52.38% and 65.87% respectively. However,
when combined, their sentence accuracy increases to 90.48% on the test dataset. Unfor-
tunately, this dependence on accelerometer data limits their scalability. These custom
gloves are expensive to manufacture, deeming them unfit for ubiquitous use.
In an attempt to move towards less expensive equipment, Zafrulla et al. demonstrate ASL
recognition on data collected using 3D cameras like Kinect [8]. Additionally, Zafrulla et
al. also contribute a dataset containing over 1,000 American Sign Language phrases
collected using Kinect. In order to understand the effects of topology better, they also
compared accuracies on data collected while sitting with accuracies on data collected while
standing. Building upon the work done by Brashear et al., they used HMMs along with
features like hand shape, hand velocity, and acceleration for understanding ASL. On data
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collected while standing, they found 36.2% sentence accuracy while on the data collected
while sitting, they found 36.3% sentence accuracy. However, in order to compensate for
low recognition accuracies, they introduce the idea of verifying ASL by leveraging the
Viterbi algorithm. Using this verification pipeline, they were able to achieve impressive
accuracies - 82.18% sentence accuracy while sitting and 80.82% while standing. However,
this dependence on 3D cameras like the Kinect further limits scalability as it makes it
impossible to incorporate games like CopyCat into a smartphone application.
2.4 State-of-the-art Recognition
With the advent of deep learning in pose estimation via convolutional neural networks
and natural language translation using Transformers, American Sign Language Recogni-
tion using solely 2D RGB data has been made possible.
Camgöz et al. propose the use of Transformers along with Convolutional Neural Net-
works for embedding images to train an end-to-end pipeline for understanding German
Sign Language [10]. They also explore Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) loss
to bind the recognition and translation problems into a single unified architecture. Using
this novel architecture, they report state-of-the-art results on the RWTH-PHOENIX-
Weather-2014T (PHOENIX14T) dataset. They reported a 27.62% word error rate on
the test split of the above dataset. Note that they do not report sentence error rates
which are not only likely to be lower but are also more relevant to games like CopyCat
since the primary task of the recognition engine is to tell the user if they signed the whole
sentence correctly. These results are promising since the PHOENIX14T dataset is rela-
tively large and also contains several complex signs. However, German Sign Language
isn’t directly transferable to American Sign Language, rendering their dataset unusable
for games like CopyCat. Furthermore, all signers in the PHOENIX14T dataset are stand-
ing in front of a solid black wall, which further helps recognition results. This setup is
unrealistic to assume for games like CopyCat since they expect users to sit in cluttered
environments like their homes and schools.
In an attempt to strike a fine balance between lack of data and innumerable model pa-
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rameters, Yin et al. introduced Segmentally Boosted Hidden Markov Models (SBHMM)
for time series data recognition [15]. They train SBHMMs in 3 phases. The first phase
involves training a baseline HMM, much in the same manner as Brashear et al. and
Zafrulla et al. In the second phase they use the Viterbi decoding algorithm to find the
optimal state transition path for each video and label each frame with a hidden state in
the HMM. Using this labeling they train AdaBoost classifier ensembles and transform
each frame into a new feature space using class probabilities from AdaBoost. In the third
phase, they train a new HMM using this new transformed dataset and use it for predict-
ing time series data in real-time. They report a 36.4% increase in accuracy for American
Sign Language Recognition. However, their data collection process actively uses custom




We leverage state-of-the-art pose estimators such as MediaPipe and Kinect along with
Machine Learning models like hidden Markov models (HMMs) and Transformers to per-
form American Sign Language Recognition [11], [12]. Along with comparing HMMs with
Transformers, we also compare features extracted from MediaPipe with features extracted
from Kinect to determine if Kinect’s added depth data is necessary for recognition.
Figure 3.1 Pose estimation with Azure Kinect (left, sign ”in”), and MediaPipe (right,
sign ”alligator”) showing difficult signs
3.1 Feature Extraction
The biggest difference between MediaPipe and Kinect (shown in Fig 3.1) is the dimen-
sionality of their features. While Kinect uses RGBD (Red, Green, Blue, Depth) data to
extract 3-dimensional features, MediaPipe only uses RGB data to extract 2-dimensional
features. Both models return features (location) of 32 joints, but since Kinect also re-
turns depth, it outputs a total of 96 raw features (x, y, z for each joint) compared to
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MediaPipe’s 64 (x and y only for each joint). In addition to these raw features, we post-
process pose recognition to generate three additional groups of features:
Delta Features: For each raw feature, we also calculate a corresponding delta feature
that describes how much it has changed in one frame.
Relative Features: We perform nose detection (both Kinect and MediaPipe facilitate
nose detection) and calculate the position of each raw frame with respect to the nose.
This technique is particularly helpful in generalizing over users since it eliminates the
variability due to the change in absolute position.
Relative Features: We perform nose detection (both Kinect and MediaPipe facilitate
nose detection) and normalize all detected features with respect to the position of the
nose. This is particularly helpful in generalizing over users since it eliminates the vari-
ability due to the change in absolute position.
3.2 Recognition Models
Algorithm 1 Baum-Welch Re-estimation
1: X = Features, Y = Label, T = TotalT imesteps
2: Initialize HMM Parameters θ = (A,B, π) randomly
3: α(X0) = P [Y0, X0] = P [Y0|X0]P [X0]
4: β(XT ) = 1
5: while i ≤ iterations do






























We compare Transformers (current state-of-the-art) with Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) for American Sign Language Recognition.
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Hidden Markov Models: HMMs are best suited for ASL Recognition in this set-
ting due to their high performance in time series pattern recognition and low training
data requirements. HMMs are probabilisitc models that attempt to understand Markov
processes - events where the next state depends only upon the previous state. HMMs
model such processes by estimating transition probabilities between hidden (unobserv-
able) states and emission probabilities from terminal states using the observations [16].
In our application, the unobservable states correspond to the states in sign language while
the observations are features extracted from pose estimation frameworks like MediaPipe
and Kinect. Our dataset consists of only 3,914 videos, which we believe may be too few
for training a Transformer to generalize to. We implement HMMs using the HTK Speech
Recognition Toolkit [17]. We first initialize a two-mixture, 18-state HMM model for each
word in our dataset by performing a flat start initialization and a deterministic grammar
describing the phrases in our dataset. Then, we train each HMM for 200 epochs using
the Baum-Welch algorithm (shown in algorithm 1). Every 20-25 epochs, we increase the
number of mixtures in the HMM by 1. Finally, Viterbi Decoding (shown in algorithm
2) is used to find the sequence of HMM models which yields the highest observation
likelihood. A left-to-right HMM topology with no skip transitions was ultimately found
to produce the most effective model based on extensive experimentation.
Transformers: We compare HMMs with the transformer model proposed by Camgöz
Algorithm 2 Viterbi Decoding
1: create path matrix viterbi[N, T ]
2: for s = 1→ N do
3: viterbi[s, 1] = πs ∗ bs(ø1)
4: backp[s, 1] = 0
5: end for
6: for = 2→ T do
7: for s = 1→ N do
8: viterbi[s, t] = max viterbi[s′, t− 1]as′,sbs(øt)
9: backp[s, t] = argmax viterbi[s′, t− 1]as′,sbs(ot)
10: end for
11: end for
12: bestpathprop = max viterbi[s, T ]
13: bestpathpointer = argmax viterbi[s, T ]
14: bestpath = path starting at bestpathpointer, follows backp[] to states back in time
et al. for German Sign Language Recognition [10]. The Transformer is made up of
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two components - an encoder which understands the input sequence and a decoder which
predicts the translation [18]. Each component is made up of an embedding layer and mul-
tiple iterations of multi-head attention and feedforward layer modules. While Camgöz
et al. use convolutional neural networks to embed their input videos, we directly use
MediaPipe/Kinect features as embeddings for our model. Due to our small dataset, we
believe that directly using a pose estimator for embedding inputs speeds up learning.
The multi-head attention layer is made up of multiple scaled dot-product attention lay-
ers, each of which attend to a different combination of input sequence position. The
multi-head attention layer allows the transformer to simultaneously understand how dif-
ferent input sequence positions interact with each other, thus enabling the transformer to
learn unusual patterns in the sequences. Finally, the feed-forward network builds upon
the output from the multi-head attention layers and is jointly trained over all input posi-
tions. Encoder and decoder layers are often stacked together to further expand upon the
transformer’s flexibility. We used PyTorch to implement the model (shown in Fig 3.2)
and Google Colab to train it on the same feature files the HMMs were trained on. The
model consisted of two encoder and decoder layers, four multi-head attention layers, and
a 2,048 dimensional feed-forward layer. We initialize all layers using Xavier initialization
and train it using the Adam optimizer [19].




We evaluate HMMs and Transformers on features from Kinect and MediaPipe in three
different settings - User Dependent, User Adaptive and User Independent:
User Dependent: User Dependent refers to performing 10-fold cross-validation on each
users’ data. That is, for each user, we first split their data into 10 disjoint sets. Then, for
each split, we take the remaining 9 splits, train each model on these splits, and evaluate
on the remaining split.
User Independent: User Independent refers to performing cross-validation across users.
That is, for each user A in the dataset, we train our models on the remaining users and
evaluate on user A’s data. This experimental setup usually results in the lowest accura-
cies when there is not enough data, as seen in the results section. User Adaptive: User
Adaptive refers to adapting a User Independent model to a specific user by progressively
training on the given user’s videos. In doing so, the User Independent model asymptoti-
cally approaches the accuracy of User Dependent models. To simulate this, we split our
complete dataset (3914 videos) into 10 splits and perform 10-fold cross-validation. Since
we train and test on all users simultaneously, user-adaptive recognition rates are usually
lower than User Dependent rates when we have enough data. However, the opposite is





In this section, we discuss and interpret our ASL recognition results using the methods
developed above.
4.1 User Dependent and Adaptive
Models HMMs Transformers
Kinect 98.1 (94.9) 94.8 (91.4)
MediaPipe 98.8 (96.8) 97.4 (95.3)
(a) User adaptive
Models HMMs Transformers
Kinect 97.2 (91.6) 81.5 (68.9)
MediaPipe 98.1 (94.5) 91.1 (84.1)
(b) User dependent
Table 4.1: User adaptive and user dependent word (sentence) percent accuracy
Table 4.1a compares HMMs and Transformers with features from MediaPipe and
Kinect in a user adaptive Setting. Note that although Kinect has access to depth fea-
tures, both HMMs and Transformers achieve higher accuracies with MediaPipe. Fur-
thermore, HMMs outperform Transformers regardless of the pose estimator. Table 4.1b
further shows similar patterns in the User Dependent setting as well. However, note that
HMMs and Transformers achieve higher accuracies in user adaptive setting rather than
user dependent setting, indicating the lack of data since generalization is helping models




Participant P1 P2 P3 P4 P5
Kinect 86.5 (64.4) 94.8 (82.0) 81.3 (49.7) 92.1 (77.0) 91.2 (71.4)
MediaPipe 79.6 (67.9) 94.7 (82.4) 80.6 (48.3) 98.0 (93.0) 93.6 (78.0)
P6 P7 P8 Average
92.6 (77.3) 92.4 (71.4) 93.0 (79.4) 90.5 (71.6)
94.2 (78.3) 73.9 (29.8) 98.9 (96.6) 90.4 (71.7)
Table 4.2: User independent word (sentence) percent accuracy using HMMs
Participant P1 P2 P3 P4 P5
Kinect 57.0 (38.4) 88.3 (78.8) 56.6 (40.8) 77.3 (65.2) 80.0 (70.3)
MediaPipe 71.4 (60.5) 87.8 (79.4) 51.8 (32.8) 85.5 (78.8) 85.0 (75.9)
P6 P7 P8 Average
79.8 (65.5) 80.7 (71.1) 85.4 (73.3) 75.7 (62.9)
84.7 (73.9) 65.0 (44.0) 88.9 (81.8) 77.5 (65.9)
Table 4.3: User independent word (sentence) percent accuracy using Transformers
Table 4.2 and 4.1 show User Independent results for HMMs and Transformers re-
spectively. HMMs were found to again outperform Transformers - by 14.8% and 12.9%
for Kinect and MediaPipe respectively. We think that HMMs consistently outperform
Transformers for two reasons:
Lack of Data: As shown by our earlier results, 3914 videos is not enough to learn ASL
recognition even with a small vocabulary. We think this contributes significantly towards
lowering recognition accuracies for Transformers since they have a large number of hy-
perparameters.
Grammar: HMMs can directly leverage the deterministic grammar that our dataset is
built upon. However, Transformers must learn this grammar using the supplied dataset.
Despite extensive training, Transformers tend to predict phrases which cannot be pro-




In this chapter, we discuss opportunities for building upon the current work.
5.1 ASL Verification
Algorithm 3 Zafrulla’s Verification Algorithm
1: for p = 1→ P participants do
2: Vp = p
′s data for validation
3: for r = 1→ R remaining participants do
4: Vr = r
′s data for validation
5: Train on N-2 remaining participants
6: For each instance in Vr, note average log-likelihood obtained via Viterbi align-
ment
7: end for
8: For each phrase, calculate µ and σ of log-likelihood values.
9: Calculate acceptance boundary as µ− κ ∗ σ where κ is a tunable parameter
10: Train on remaining N − 1 participants and test on Vp using computed thresholds.
11: end for
Past work has shown how ASL verification can be used to confirm whether signed
phrases are correct or not [8]. ASL verification refers to deciding whether given a video
and a phrase, the signer in the video signed the given phrase correctly. Specifically, they
show that using verification achieves an improvement of over 15% correctness over ASL
recognition. Building upon this idea (shown in algorithm 3), we have developed 2 algo-
rithms for performing verification on our dataset. Zafrulla’s verification algorithm uses a
hard boundary for each sign over all users to decide whether a given phrase corresponds
to the given label. To allow for a more dynamic decision making, we incorporate logisitic
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Algorithm 4 Logistic Regression for Verification
1: for p = 1→ P participants do
2: Vp = p
′s data for validation
3: for r = 1→ R remaining participants do
4: Vr = r
′s data for validation
5: Train on N-2 remaining participants
6: For each instance in Vr, note average log-likelihood obtained via Viterbi align-
ment
7: Note average log-likelihood obtained for one-off labels of each instance in Vr.
8: end for
9: For each phrase, train logistic classifier to classify signs.
10: Train on remaining N−1 participants and test on Vp using trained logistic classifier.
11: end for
regression classifiers as shown in Algorithm 4. Specifically, using positive and negative
examples of video and label pairings, we train a logistic regression classifier for each
phrase. The logistic regression based verification algorithm is also limited in that it only
Algorithm 5 Neural Nets for Verification
1: for p = 1→ P participants do
2: Vp = p
′s data for validation
3: for r = 1→ R remaining participants do
4: Vr = r
′s data for validation
5: Train on N-2 remaining participants
6: For each instance in Vr, note per sign log-likelihood obtained via Viterbi align-
ment
7: Note per sign log-likelihood obtained for one-off labels of each instance in Vr.
8: end for
9: For each phrase, train neural net classifier to classify signs based on per sign like-
lihood.
10: Train on remaining N − 1 participants and test on Vp using trained neural nets.
11: end for
uses the average likelihood of all signs in a phrase to decide. To overcome this limitation,
we propose Algorithm 5 which is trained on the log-likelihood of each sign in the given
phrase. In the near future, we will be performing rigorous experimentation and analysis
to determine the effectiveness of each algorithm and compare them with our recognition
algorithms.
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5.2 Segmentally Boosted HMMs
Segmentally Boosted Hidden Markov Models (SBHMMs) were first introduced by Yin et
al. and were a breakthrough in ASL recognition as they achieved an error reduction of
36.4% on their vision dataset compared to HMMs [15]. We propose several improvements
Algorithm 6 Original Segmentally Boosted HMMs
1: Train HMMs using Baum Welch
2: Find optimal transition path using Viterbi decoding
3: Label every timestep in video with its most likely hidden state
4: Train Adaboost ensembles for this labeling
5: Project original data into a new feature space using the ensembles
6: Train HMMs using Baum Welch in the new space
7: Evaluate on test set
upon their algorithm (shown in Algorithm 6) and apply it to our current dataset in the
User Adaptive setting. Rather than using Adaboost ensemble for learning relationship
between timesteps and hidden states, we propose the use of K-Nearest Neighbors. Due
to their simple structure, we propose that they would perform better in the current data
poor setting. Furthermore, rather than training just one model for classifying over all
hidden states, we train a KNN model for each hidden state. Lastly, we expand upon
hidden states to differentiate between different positions a sign may occur at. We found
that in the user-adaptive experimental setting, this model decreased sentence error by
20% compared to HMMs presented in the methods section above. However, further
testing needs to be done to determine the effectiveness of this model in user-dependent
and user-independent settings.
5.3 User Studies
While our current dataset is limited to 8 adults, we are hoping to extend it to 12 adults
in the near future. We will use this dataset of 12 users to future improve our machine
learning models and test both recognition and verification algorithms on them. Using
insights from these results, we will move on to our target population - deaf children.
For conducting effectiveness studies on deaf children, we will integrate our final machine
learning model with our full-fledged PC game in a setting similar to the one used by




The results we present above suggest that a game based on sign language recognition using
only a 2D camera is feasible. We show that features extracted from MediaPipe tend to
outperform features extracted from Kinect in most scenarios. Furthermore, HMMs can
achieve accuracies high enough for a smooth gameplay despite the small dataset. We
also show that despite high accuracies on German Sign Language, Transformers are not
well suited for this task. In the near future, we hope to evaluate ASL verification and
Segmental Boosting algorithms, expand our dataset to include the target population (deaf
children), and perform user studies evaluating the effectiveness of the complete game.
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